
If no activities were listed on page one, it may be that your form was incomplete. Remember, also, that

you may not have received your first choice; the class may already have been filled. Questions or changes:

577-5901 (before June). Summer: 1-807-857-2331 “C and H” week campers do not need activity

forms.

THINGS YOU NEED TO BRING WITH  YOU:   

Choose carefully what is sent to avoid damage to or loss of valuable items.

- Clothes for one week (play clothes and well labeled)

- Lots of extra socks and underwear

- Rubber boots and raincoat, runners

- Swimsuit and towel

- Warm sweater or jacket

- Toothbrush, toothpaste, washcloth, soap, etc.

- Sleeping bag or bedding and a pillow; clothes for sleeping

- Bible, pencil and notebook

- Sunscreen (recommended sunblock of 15 SPF or higher) and hat

- Money for tuck and bookstore ($25 recommended for basic items; more if  you plan to buy    a

shirt, hat or Bible)

- Bug repellent (no aerosol cans, please)

- Baseball glove (optional)

- Bag for wet and dirty clothes

* PHOTOGRAPHY  - a disposable camera is recommended to avoid damage to more                          

     expensive  cameras

* STREET HOCKEY – a “street hockey stick”, preferably with a plastic blade

A flashlight is not necessary.

Dress-up clothes are not needed for our final dinner. Just make sure you have some
clean clothes and enough soap to scrub the dirt that you've had behind your ears all
week. :)

THINGS YOU SHOULD NOT BRING WITH YOU:

- Walkman or portable stereo

- TV or computer

- Comic books

- Aerosol spray cans

- Alcohol or other drugs (except medications to be left with the nurse)

- Cigarettes

- Knife

A reasonable standard of attire is expected of campers and staff. Please do not bring clothing that is

sexually suggestive, portrays profane or inappropriate words or pictures or demonstrates violence. Girls

(especially older developing campers): please, do not wear spaghetti straps or swimsuits or tops that

reveal the midriff (navel).

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
If you are returning to Camp and bringing a first-time camper with you, fill out this form and mail it and you will be

given five TUCK BUCKS redeemable at the Bookstore or Tuck Shop.  Requests cannot be honoured without this

form.  A maximum of ten Tuck Bucks (two friends) per week is available to you, but BRING ALL THE FRIENDS

YOU CAN!

I, _______________________, HAVE BROUGHT THE FOLLOWING FRIEND(S) TO DORION BIBLE 

CAMP: ________________________, _________________________.  DATE: ____________________.
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